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Grassmann Algebras for Proving a Theorem on Pfaffians* 
The power of Grassmann algdwa twhttiyu~s is domonstratcd by proving a thcorcm 
on Pfnffiatts due to Licb. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are interested in displaying the power of Grassmann 
algebras as a technique for proving theorems about Pfaffians. We do so 
by giving an alternative proof to an expansion theorem on Pfaffians 
recently proved by Lieb j6 ]. Lieb’s proof involves the use of Wick’s 
theorem, which is appIied to an elaborate structure built up from anti- 
commuting fermion operators. Our proof, it will he seen, rests simply 
on the binomial espansion .for “wedge” products. Hq’ wa\: of motivation 
we consider the analogous expansiorl tlreurem for detertninant~, which 
is well known. We do, however, present a proof of this theorem using 
the Grassmann algebra technique which can be generalized to the Pfa ff ian 
theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AN0 I~EFINITXONS 
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their wedge (exterior) product [G, Chap. 16, Sec. IO] by 
Vectors of this form are called decomposable vectors of dqyee q, and their 
basic defining property is that they are completely antisymmetric in all 
their components. That is, 
whet-c 3~ is any permutation of (1, 2, . . . , q) and E, is the signature of that 
ijermutntion. The algebra generated by taking a11 the linear wmhinations 
t If all the decomposable vectors of arbitrarv degrees is called the GYCCS.S~~~~~H~~ 
~~/g~~~WGI i:f I.‘,, .
Frum (2 I it follows that zyl A 2~~ A l 0 l A qI = 0 whenever any two of 
tk components are equal and hence whencvcr q, 21J,. . . , 7; are lincarlv . 
ckpenden t . 
Let Q.u.i- 01z‘- k) denote that clnss of inject&, order-preserving 
functions which send the set (1, 2,. . . , k) into the set (1, 2,. . . , n}. ‘lktt 
is, C E (3rt.r; if and only if 1 C< a(l) -< u(9) -C l l l < a(k) c< 12. Cltwlv, the 
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It follows directly from (2) that 
l;urthermore, let CI E Qn ,k. Then the vector yd must lx a linear combination 
of all decomposable vectors of degree k which can hc formed from .q, AT.,, . . .) 
&t* Tflat is, 
where 
^‘l,._.s .\I _’ I.._ _ : . . 9 ‘,‘ ; 
. .A@ = ’ ‘Z g($,rgJ.$,&($) A X,($). 
~ l<$Q&# 6 
Hiegm, by considering 4, defined within the Zk-dimensional subspace 
spanned by the vectors x,(~), q.,,, . . h5 .T:,(~~) we have the desired result. 
To connect with the usual definition of Pfaffians, from (7) and (8) 
we can derive the relation 
il 2 
1 
, 9. ’ l 3 294,, = - x 
w lsgy(1)<,~(8)<2rn 
(- lp)+~(yy(l), y(2)], 
where [l, 2,. l .,Ircl,l,***, pjjsme*, 2~ JR is the Pfaffian of that subarray 
of w with the y(l)th and y(2)th rows and columns deleted. Then by repeated 
application of (IO] and by noting that [i, jjn = 4i.j me have 
where the summation c’ extends over all permutations y of (1 J 2,. . . , 2m) 
which satisfy 
y(1) < y(2) ; y(3) c y(4) ; . . , y(% - 1) < y(2m) 
and 
y(l) < y(3) -C . l * < y(2m - 1). 
d 
E, is the signature of the permutation r. Equation (11) is the usual defini- 
tion of Pfaffian [a, 51. 
AN E;.M WE. By way of motivating Lieb’s theorem on Pfaffians 
we shall first flex our muscles a bit on a well-known expansion theorem 
oa. d&ri&n&&s, which is the analoguc, for determinants, of the Pfa.ffian 
theokn. 
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Let S = {Si,j} be any n. X fi matrix, let I be the n, x ~2 identity 
matrix, and let A be any undefined variable. Then 
where &(S) is the sum over all the 
0 
y , I x I principal subdeterminants 
uf S, i.e., 
E,(S) = 2 D&r; a). 
@,I 
Recall that &(a; a) is the determinant of the submatrix {Sa(ij,a(j& 
This &eorem is usuallv proved in the textbooks by resorting to the c 
Jordan normal form for matrices. We present here a “one-line” proof 
[2, p. 1391 which bv using the Grassmann algebra manages to avoid the 
explicit use of normal forms. 
Let 
Then 
The proof of this theorem is the prototype for proving Lieb’s theorem. 
LIEB’S THmXmf. Again, let the dimension n be men, i.e., IZ = 2~ 
and consider the array 
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The Pfaffians formed from the subarrays of e have the following interesting 
property : 
3(l), a(Z), l . .) a(2k)_l, = s&T). 
6 (14 
Proof. By induction or?. Jz. From (11) we can deduce* 
[o( 1), a(2), . . . , a(2k) It: 
-__( L -- l)j;a(l),o(i)fc[a(2),a(3),. . .,a(j - 1) G(j -t_ l),. . .,a(%qf,. 
?‘x~ 
By the inductie)n hypothesis we have 
where Si E Q’Lm,:!(k_lj, ;  = 2, 3,. . . , 2k, and is given by 
This result, Eq. (la), follows from the fczct that 
and 
[U(l), b(j) ]e r= t?fl( l),o( j) ILi (“- l)a(l!Sa(j) ‘l 
G(2), o(3), * . . , cr(; - l), a(; -+- I), , , . ( cr(2k) ]@ 
z [,4j(l), (;j(Z), m l l 3 ci,(2(k -- 1)) le. 
13ut from (3) it f’ollo~s that 
s&&) =. (.-... ])a(l)+a(i) 4 1. ~g(~). 
Hence substituting in ( 14) gives the desired result. Q.E.1). 
Lz’near Algdwn and Ir!S .4~plications 4(1971), 129-136 
,a(l,,. . * ,c@(lt -- K)) j”. 
““ht,l(m -- k) 
(17) 
ZV00j. Let 
J3ccause A and E are bilinear forms, their wedge product commutes. That 
is, A A E = E A A. Hence the binomial theorem is valid here. \Vhcnc~ 
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Then Cavley’s theorem states * 
, , LII. __ 
. : . _. (_[I, g;. . . ;2$#z]J~. +%t a. C W 
Ti& thec&m is ukmli~ provcsd eithtir by induction on w [7] or bp 
dJir4.3ct, but len&hy, cokbinatorjal. arguments [4], One cd the more elegari 
proofs for’tus theorem, hawker, is presented by bK EL Greub p1 pa 1771, - 
the idea of his proof being to transform the biGnear form 
to the basis for the normal form for the skew-symmetric matris Z. Then, 
by equating the &h Grassmann power of A as expressed in both bases, 
the theorem drops out. 
We are pleased to thank Professor J. de Pillis for helpful conversations. 
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